Workshop WPT1 AGENDA 4th & 5th February 2019 Lyon University

### Participating partners to WPT1 Workshop

All partners

#### Monday February 4th 2019

- **12h30 - 13h00:** Welcome coffee
- **13h00 - 14h00:** SI state of art synthesis presentation (P1) and discussion
- **14h00 - 15h00:** Questionnaire results presentation (P1) and discussion
- **15h00 - 15h30:** Coffee break
- **15h30 - 16h30:** Focus groups conclusions – presentation by each partner involved (P1/P2, P3, P4, P5, P8, P10)
- **16h30 - 17h30:** Proposition of common criteria for SI in Alpine space (P1) & debate with all partners involved
- **19h30:** Dinner – Restaurant to be defined

#### Tuesday February 5th 2019

- **8h30 - 9h00:** Welcome coffee
- **9h00 - 10h30:** Definition of common criteria for SI in Alpine space. Decisions on final common vision by all the partners involved
- **10h30 - 11h00:** Work repartition for the final report (P1)
- **11h00 - 11h30:** Coffee break
• 11h30 - 13h00: Work preparation and planning for WPT2, 4 and 5:
  o Presentation of the approach and methodology proposed for WPT2 – by P7 Torino City
  o Presentation of the work planning for WPT4 – by P3 CUAS
  o Presentation of the work planning for WPT5 – by P6 Center Noordung

13h00 LUNCH and DEPARTURE

Meeting place & Access

The meeting will take place at Lyon 2 University: 16 quai Claude BERNARD 69007 LYON

From Lyon Airport, you should take the RHONEXPRESS tramway which will take you to the train station Lyon Part-Dieu (last stop). It runs every 15 minutes.

You can buy your tickets in advance, here: https://www.rhonexpress.fr/ or buy it on the machines at the airport.

From the train station Part-Dieu, you can take the Tramway T1 direction DEBOURG, your stop is QUAI CLAUDE BERNARD which is in front of the University.
At the train station there are 2 different tramway stops at the front and at the back of the station), the stop for the T1 is at the main entrance (big square). You can buy your tickets at the machines in front of the stop.

For additional information: http://www.tcl.fr/

The Lyon University is very big, make sure to go to the entrance at 16 Quai Claude Bernard.

Hotels list proposed

B&BHôtel LYON Centre Perrache Berthelot

Hotel

Comfort Suite Rive Gauche Lyon Centre

Sofitel Lyon Bellecour

ibis Lyon Centre

Mama Shelter Lyon